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Editorial 

We at BBOOKS are committed to bring to you excellent content from the blogs all over the world. 

Our mission is to help the bloggers to get their content to a wider audience and also provide our 

readers a channel to read good blogs and communicate with the authors. 

I hope you will like this edition on “Home Décor” 

I would like to thank my team and contributors. 

BBOOKS is all about you, your stories, your style and your likes. The articles shared here are 

original and in the non-fiction genre. 

Do vote for the authors after reading…. 

There is also some interesting stuff at the end added by me to aid your knowledge about 

BLOGGING. 

 

Akanksha 

Founder, Promoter, Editor and Designer 

IIT Graduate, SAP BI Consultant 

Founded BBOOKS in 2012 
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Decorating Your Front Porch for fall 

Now that summer is almost over *sigh* it’s time to start thinking about autumn. When people think about fall (especially in New 

England) they think about changing foliage, brisk temps, pumpkin and apple picking, Halloween and Thanksgiving. Your front porch 

can be one of the most inviting areas of your home if it is kept clean and welcoming. Even during the cooler fall months your family 

will love sitting on the front porch, visiting, people watching and drinking hot cider and cocoa. 

By following some of these easy and inexpensive decorating ideas you can keep family and visitors alike enjoying your front porch 

well into November. Simple projects like painting the ceiling of your porch light blue to replacing the cushions of your outdoor 

furniture with oranges, yellows, reds, and browns; playing with bright fall colours will keep your front porch feeling like a 

warm outdoor haven. Also, make a quick stop to your local hardware store or garden centre to pick up mums, gourds, pumpkins, and 

even hay bales to create a decorative and festive entrance to your home. Even the craft store will have fun ideas to set your porch apart 

from your neighbour’s, like monogrammed pumpkins! Have fun decorating but don’t forget to enjoy the last few weeks of summer! 
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About the Author 

I maintain this blog for the company I work for, Criterium Lalancette 

Engineers, a professional engineering consulting firm that for the past 

twenty three years has specialized in all aspects of building evaluation 

services. We serve all of Vermont and Grafton County, New Hampshire. 

Her website http://criteriumlalancetteengineers.wordpress.com 

 

 

 

http://criteriumlalancetteengineers.wordpress.com/
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CAN YOU SPOT THE FENG SHUI FLAWS IN THIS BEDROOM? 

 

There are at least 5 feng shui flaws with this bedroom photo.  Can 

you find them? 

I saw this photo on Apartment Therapy, one of my favorite places 

to hang out in the blogosphere.   At first, I was attracted to the 

aesthetics of the photo.  However, upon closer inspection, I 

noticed that there are a lot of feng shui “no-no’s” depicted here. 

Try to find them yourself with your feng shui eyes, and then check 

your answers against what I’ve found. 

There is no headboard to ground the bed.  A headboard is an 

important element in a feng shui bedroom as it gives the body 

support.  No doubt the owner thought they were counteracting that 

problem with the cure of putting the round twig decoration over 

the bed.  

The circular twig decoration is shooting “Poison Arrows” all 

over the room.   The twig decoration has several sharp edges, 

known as “poison arrows” in feng shui.  Poison arrows are thought 

to attack one’s energy field.  Not only are the arrows attacking 

good energy in every direction along the wall, but the arrows are 

directly pointed to where the owner of the bed places their 

sleeping head. I wouldn’t mind it in another room, but it has no 

place in the bedroom. 

The gigantic mirror placed against the wall by the bedside is 

not good placement.  Although the mirror doesn’t face the bed, 

http://katyallgeyer.files.wordpress.com/2011/09/screen-shot-2011-09-05-at-11-46-04-am.png
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which is a big feng shui “no no”, it is placed in a way that could stir up a lot of energy and cause a less than restful night’s sleep.  It 

would be better to remove it! 

There is one wall sconce on the wall. Feng shui promotes balance.  To create a sense of balance, there should be a pair of wall 

sconces, one on each side of the wall. 

There is only one bedside table and one bedside lamp. Similar to my point above, there should be a table and lamp on each side of 

the bed to promote balance.  Unless this is a guest room where you want to discourage guests from staying too long, get a matched 

pair of each. 

There are dead seed pods as well as a cut flower arrangement in the room. One symbolizes death and one symbolizes life. Which 

one do you think is good for feng shui? 

 

About the Author 

KATY ALLGEYER (a.k.a. Fishgirl) has more than twenty years of Feng Shui expertise, which she blends with her highly developed 

intuitive ability, metaphysical shamanic healing methods, and formal art and design training that make her uniquely qualified to help 

people realign their environment to support their full potential. See her Blog http://fengshuibyfishgirl.com for more information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://fengshuibyfishgirl.com/
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Colour, It Speaks to Us 

Colour tugs at our emotions in a lot of ways. Colour speaks volumes; energy, solitude, beauty, freshness, passion, purity, life. The 

colours of the rainbow always make us happy. They represent fresh air after the storm. 

 

Do the colours in your home speak to you? 

 

Oranges and ambers - what a range; from pumpkins to fireside flame. Warm, spicy, these perk us up and keep us warm. 

 

Light greens and blues speak to our sense of rest; a need to escape. These shades are soft, peaceful, and quiet. Beautiful shades of aqua 

to the crystal blues of the ocean. Our love for solitude reflected in colour. 

 

Romance, who doesn’t love it? A beautiful rose garden, the blush of a child’s cheeks. Playful and feminine, coral or cotton candy, 

pink or purple, they all lift the spirit and leave us feeling…so…. 

 

Tranquillity, gems, uplifting describes turquoise. Turquoise is a wonderfully spirited. This colour is said to enhance your creativity, 

yet is fresh as the morning dew. 

 

Who can resist a bit of red. Passionate, warm and the heart of the home. Red can add drama, or spark a bit of heat in a room. 

 

Purity-We all love the different shades of white. Comforting to the spirit and the soul. It is simple, it is pure and it is natural. 

 

Nature- Green, brown, growth, rebirth. The grass is always greener. Nature speaks to us in all of its glorious colour, but the foundation 

is green. 

 

Take a look at the colours in your home. Do they speak to you? Are you happy with them? 

 

 

About the Author 

"B" Lucas-Thrower is an interior decorator, re-designer and Home Stager in Franklin, Tennessee (south of Nashville).  She is working 

with home owners to add beauty and harmony to their homes. She believes in practical decorating, utilizing what the client already 

owns, adding accessories, lighting, and soft goods to enhance rooms for their life style. Her website: interiorsbyb.com 

http://www.interiorsbyb.com/
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The Home Designer 
 

One of the strongest desires of mankind is to have a place to call home. One of the deepest human needs is to imprint our likeness 

within these four walls. Home is truly where the heart is. 

 

When did we start decorating our homes? When the earliest home dwellers sought refuge from the elements, then used the elements to 

construct a covering, evolving into the “homes” we enjoy today and the unimaginable conveniences that we take for granted. 

 

Home décor has certainly weathered many trends directed by those considered “experts” in the design field. But interior design is 

more about the family that resides in the home, not the latest trend. Every family brings their influences, likes, dislikes, personalities 

and style into the home which then will dictate the outcome unique to them. 

 

Interior designers pay attention to the foundational elements of good design, which should guarantee a great outcome to any home 

décor. You can achieve the “feel” you want if you take time to plan out the space you have. If scale and function abide in the design 

process, if color enhances the interiors, and if the materials used complement each other, then you will be pleased with the outcome! 

You may even achieve a “wow” factor if you pay attention to the details. 

 

The best decorating trend past, present and future is to know how to use the important pieces. Understand the foundation of what you 

are attempting to create and it will guarantee a phenomenal outcome complete with a surprise or two that takes the eye and heart back 

to the reason you wanted a home in the first place. Imprint your likeness within your four walls. Welcome home. 

 

About the Author 

 
Since the early 1990’s her company, Loretta’s Interior Design, LLC has operated within the vision of helping others create beautiful 

and functional interiors which enhance family and individual lifestyles. She creates living spaces tailored to client’s needs, from work 

to play to relaxation. Her design services were expanded in 2002 to include custom furnishings online with the launch of www.classic-

chairs.com.This winning combination has opened numerous print, online, television and speaking opportunities that include ongoing 

participation in HGTV’s Designer Profile which highlights designer projects online, popular shelter magazines and newspaper articles. 

To compliment her passion for design with the family in mind she also shares design and family insights on her blog: 

www.alightreflection.com on a regular basis. 
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Year 1 

 
 
 

 
 
 
  

 

 

 

Fact: contrary to the findings of scientific papers and the general consensus, we humans have not evolved much from our cavemen 

ancestors. We are hunter-gatherers at heart; hopelessly untamed beings despite millennia of evolution; still cavemen, at best. 

Evidence? We retain much, if not all, of the innocent obsessions that surely must have been the mainstay of our less evolved heritage. 

Shiny cars? I daresay our fascination rivals the caveman’s obsession with his recently discovered fire. Remote control? Comparable to 

the sharp stick; the plastic one is pointed at a behemoth TV just like our ancient cousins liked to point and poke theirs at a woolly 

mammoth. We hunt and gather like it’s the year 1. 

I would like to put myself forward as exhibit number one in this case. Sure, I might not be as intrigued with modern shiny gadgets as 

others, but I assert my Neanderthal origins in other ways. I tend to fall for inanimate objects, of the vintage (let’s just go ahead and call 

it shabby) kind. Old pictures of strangers. Glass landscapes. Broken ornament bowls. Dented tins. All worthless and useless, yet I love 

them and collect them. Once I fall for an object, my hunter-gatherer instincts kick in and I must have it. Surely this is not far from a 

caveman picking up a pretty stone because it attracts his attention and finding it makes sparks when he drops it? 

But what is the use of our modern fascination? The fire has been lit, the wheel is as round as can be. Let me here make the case for 

this modern reoccurrence of a Neanderthal compulsion: it has done wonders for the modern interior décor. The spaces we love should 

and are filled with the things we love: things we fell for, hunted, and gathered. Total cavemen. 

http://thefincablog.wordpress.com/2012/08/20/year-1/img_8801/
http://thefincablog.wordpress.com/2012/08/20/year-1/img_8791/
http://thefincablog.wordpress.com/2012/08/20/year-1/img_8787/
http://thefincablog.wordpress.com/2012/08/20/year-1/img_8779/
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Yet this is the only way to go. Why spend your time, money and effort gathering things which you haven’t totally fallen for? If you 

think about it this way, interior design and the decoration of spaces becomes easy: take one bare room, and fill it with the items you 

need but above all, love. 

Chair, table, bed, lamps. Wait for things you really fall for, which you like and which you believe are worth buying. Don’t buy out of 

necessity. After all, Rome wasn’t built in one day. In fact, it took our pre-pre-pre-ancestors almost 157,000 years to get around to it. 

Another month waiting for the table you love and the satisfaction when you finally find it outweighs any benefits you could possibly 

garner from buying a table in a rash, need-driven decision. Love it or leave it. 

Total love does not need to be expensive. Total love can be bargain basement, second-hand, DIY, and discarded by others. Take the 

four items above: added up, they are worth less than a take-out pizza. To me, they are invaluable and they will become essential pieces 

of my interior (a work in progress). 

So, pick up shiny flint, sharp sticks, round stones. Wait, have patience and you will find the piece that you love. You cannot go wrong. 

Evolution or not, be a caveman. 

 

 

About the Author 
 

I am a twenty-something student, living in London, England. Right now, I am happily bogged down in the pursuit of a degree in 

English Literature, but I have recently rekindled my love for interior design. My blog, [FINCA] 

(at http://thefincablog.wordpress.com/), was founded not too long ago and is the beginning and an indication (hopefully) of more to 

come. Strapped for time and cash like any and all other students, my spending on beautiful pieces of furniture is kept to a minimum (a 

girl's got to eat, after all), although I am trying to pull off a low-cost upgrade of my 18 square meter apartment at the moment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://thefincablog.wordpress.com/
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Are they really obsolete? 

Oh dear! Just read an article about furniture pieces that are going obsolete. Obsolete is strong word, I  would like to think of it as our 

lifestyle has changed over decades and some of these pieces have taken on different forms and function. 

As the article states 

1. Coffee table— well you still need to have something in that space. Today, furniture designers are taking really bold steps and 

making this piece like art. I have seen some really nice sculpted ones. Where functioned is concerned, admittedly it’s 

inconvenient for the person sitting at the end of the sofa, so stacking tables work. And it more comfy to rest your legs on an 

ottoman, beside it’s so tacky and classless to raise your legs on a coffee table yuck! 

Flame coffee table 

 

2. Loveseat— They still exist, but they have redesigned these to “chair and a half” the dimension are more suitable for that 

corner nook in the bedroom usually around 54’ to 60’ rather than a double cushion loveseat that measures more than 66’ 

http://rayleeminteriors.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/cofee-table.jpg
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Chair and a half 

 

3. Sideboard—The ugly ones are pretty much out of site, but trust me you can still find plenty of these except they have 

renamed  them “console” and they are now designing them as signature pieces to be placed in the foyer, hallways etc. Surely 

not used as they once were. 

Console– lots of storage space 

 

4. Nightstand—I disagree, still around, heck where are you going to put your stuff, like glasses? A more  contemporary look it to 

have two different pieces as opposed to matching 

http://rayleeminteriors.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/chair-and-a-half.jpg
http://rayleeminteriors.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/sideboard-2.jpg
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Night Table 

 

5. Full size bed—I agree it’s out except for hotels. I had one of those convertible cribs that as the child grow; you change it to a 

full size bed. The full size mattress was more expensive than a queen. It was a hard sell when I tried to get rid of it. I 

practically gave it away. 

6. The landline —Yes! You need it if you have a security system and they usually work after the storm or hurricanes 

7. Tablecloth—good god yes (I’m not even posting a picture) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://rayleeminteriors.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/night-stand.jpg
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Q & A 

I am often asked questions regarding design dilemmas and I will attempt to answer two here (cliff note version of course). 

Question: 

My bedroom is long and empty. I am not sure what (or how) to place in open areas. Any suggestions? I plan to get new bedding and 

window treatments, but I would like to fill some of the empty spaces as well… 

Answer: 

With any large rectangular room, whether is living, family and/ or bedroom, the simplest method is to divide the room into two 

squares. E.g. If the room is 30ft long by 15ft wide; visually divide it into two spaces of 15×15. Now you are able to assign function for 

each space.  One can be the bedroom where you have the bed, dresser, night table and the other area could be what I like to refer to as 

“winding down space” Here you could place a chaise or chair with 

an ottoman, small table, table/floor lamp.  If there is a large enough 

space you could actually have a complete seating area for 

two!  Now, if you are unable to divide this space into equal squares. 

Do a smaller rectangle and a square and assign function depending 

on the size and proportion of your furniture. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

http://rayleeminteriors.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/large_bedroom1.jpg
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Question 

My husband and I recently bought a house; we love everything about it except the entry. It is 1m wide, (the width of the front door) 

and 3m long.  It’s also a major arterial point with much of the house accessed through it.  It’s very bland and inhospitable because I 

just can’t think what to do with it. Furniture won’t fit, which is also a dilemma because we need storage. 

Answer 

Furniture will never fit! You need least 30 inches for traffic pattern; this is approximately 40 inches wide. Most narrow furniture is 

roughly 21inches deep so that will only leave about 9 inches for passage.  Even if you use a console that’s 13inches deep that leaves 

you still less than 30inches….tight. This foyer however gives you the opportunity to express the personalities of who lives there. Not 

having photos to visually assess, let me assume that there are walls on both sides; you can do a very creative asymmetrical grouping of 

artwork. You also have a 9ft width of wall space to work with, so use this advantage be more elaborate in the sizes you use. Consider 

doing floor to ceiling grouping, it’s very dramatic. Using pictures of your family and close friends during happy times, e.g. vacation, 

parties etc. can make it a good story wall. One wall could be a floor to ceiling grouping and the other wall can be a larger art work or a 

grouping of (3) 24X36 art pieces or even decorative wall application (wallpaper, decals etc.). Doing this will also help with the 

acoustics, as I am sure there is a resounding echo in this foyer? Consider storage in another room as this space was not built for it. 

Examples of grouping 

Inside the Lines 

 

Tape out a rectangular area that you’d like your photos to fill, and arrange them loosely within the borders of the box. This is an easy 

way to decorate an oddly shaped or narrow space. 

http://rayleeminteriors.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/inside-the-line.jpg
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Above and Below 

 

Using a horizontal line, arrange groups of photos above and below the line. Aim 

to cover about the same area above and below to avoid a top-or bottom heavy 

arrangement. 

 

Vertical line-up 

 

Arrange your entire photo along a vertical line. This works well in a space with 

high ceilings or a very vertical structure like beam. 

I love this arrangement (See picture on the right) 

 

http://rayleeminteriors.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/wall-grouping1.jpg
http://rayleeminteriors.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/above-below.jpg
http://rayleeminteriors.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/vertical-line-up.jpg
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About the Author 

Ray-Lee is the Principal of Ray-Lee M. Interiors. Located in Miami Florida, her firm has completed many high end residential 

projects throughout the US and Internationally, and approaches each project with a deep understanding of the design process which 

results in  creating environments that visually reflects her clients. 

She is a Certified Interior Designer; a member of Interior Design Society as well as the National Association of Professional Women, 

has a BFA in Interior Design, and has won various awards for her work in including Excellence in  

Design 2008 and 2009. 

 

Visit her blog at http://rayleeminteriors.me/ 

 

http://rayleeminteriors.me/
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From the Editor’s Diary 

How to write a “Prominent” Blog 

While searching for contributors, I come across many blogs who have a nice content, but could not 

attract readers. I have some guidelines which if followed, could make your blog more noticeable 

1. Don’t think that your reader knows everything about the topic, put up a catchy headline and 

explain a little bit 

2. Always embed pictures which can aid to your description 

3. Too much formatting and decoration in blogs have repelling effect on the readers, keep it simple 

 

In my next issue, I will let you know more on this topic 


